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PRO SCRUBBIE™ – NYLON POLISHING PADS   

The only hard water removal polishing pads designed for sensitive surfaces. 

DESCRIPTION:                                Pro Scrubbie™ 2 – Nylon Liquid Polishing Pad   

Designed to work with Mr Hard Water™ 2 Liquid Glass 
Polish, the Pro Scrubbie™ 2 – Liquid Polishing Pad is a 
hook and loop polishing pad optimized for liquid and 
slurry based polishing compounds.  Liquid polishes add 
much needed lubrication during polishing, are ready to 
use (no mixing required), and are able to suspend in 
solution polishing particles much smaller (more than 50X 
smaller) than abrasive powders, making them safer on 
sensitive glass surfaces.  Each Pro Scurrbie 2 Liquid 
Polishing Pad contains an absorptive insert sandwiched 
between multiple layers of durable nylon webbing to 
better hold and distribute liquid polishes.  This increases 
coverage rates and reduces overspray, making the Pro 
Scrubbie™ ideal for “full pane” glass polishing.    

BENEFITS: 
� Ideal for liquid polishes, compounds, and slurries. 
� Reduces over spray. 
� Increases coverage rates. 
� Ideal for “full pane” glass polishing. 
� Contains an absorptive foam insert sandwiched between durable nylon webbing. 
� Does not contain felt or backing material.  Absorbs less water allowing more for 

lubrication. 
� Safer than steel wool. 
� Available in 5” or 7” 
� RECOMMENDED:  Mr Hard Water™ 2 – Liquid Glass Polish 

 
DIRECTIONS: 
Test in an inconspicuous place. Use on smooth surfaces only! Spray 2- 3 squirts of Mr 
Hard Water™ Liquid Glass Polish or other liquid compound onto the pad.  Polish at low 
RPM with reduced pressure to avoid tearing pad. Reapply as needed until desired result is 
achieved.  Remove torn webbing as needed. Rinse pad after use. If more aggressive 
polishing is required, use a non-scratch powder based polish with Pro Scrubbie or steel 
wool pads.  Avoid coated glass.  Test in an inconspicuous place.  
 
COVERAGE RATES: 
50-100 Sq ft. NOTE: Coverage rates depend upon degree of damage, desired result, glass 
condition, and effectiveness of polishing compound, slurry, or powder abrasive. 
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DESCRIPTION:                                             Pro Scrubbie™  – Nylon Polishing Pad  

Designed specifically for hard water removal, Pro 
Scrubbie™ Nylon Polishing Pads are hook and loop 
compatible and constructed with a layered nylon 
webbing material that is tough on hard water stains yet 
soft on glass.  Unlike woven steel wool pads, Pro 
Scrubbie™ pads eliminate the need for felt backing 
materials.  These felt backing materials absorb much 
needed water during polishing and gum up hook and 
loop backing plates.  Without this backing material, Pro 
Scrubbie™ pads absorb no water into the pad, allowing 
for more lubrication while polishing.  Also, each pad 
has 50% more workable material than traditional woven 
pads.  Each pad can be used on either side, does not 
rust, and is easily rinsed for multiple applications.  

BENEFITS: 
� Hard Water removal polishing pad. 
� Made of durable nylon webbing. 
� Does not contain felt or backing material.  Absorbs less water allowing more for 

lubrication. 
� Safer than steel wool. 
� Available in 5” or 7” 

 
DIRECTIONS: 
Test in an inconspicuous place. Use on smooth surfaces only! Add a small amount of 
water to the pad.  Do not saturate otherwise overspray will occur.  Apply polishing 
compound onto pad and surface. Polish at low RPM with reduced pressure to avoid 
tearing pad and creating overspray. Reapply as needed until desired result is achieved.  
Remove torn webbing as needed. Rinse pad after use. If more aggressive polishing is 
required, use steel wool pads.  Always avoid coated glass.  Test in an inconspicuous 
place.  
COVERAGE RATES: 
50-100 Sq ft. NOTE: Coverage rates depend upon degree of damage, desired result, glass 
condition, and effectiveness of polishing compound, slurry, or powder abrasive. 
 

 


